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FOR IMMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
The Bertucci A-1T Titanium Field Watch Draws Inspiration  

from Vintage Military Watches 
 

CHICAGO – August 3, 2016 – Bertucci® Performance Field Watches introduces the                   

A-1T Titanium Field™, a classically designed field watch drawing inspiration from 

vintage World War II military styles. The A-1T features a simple, classic design and 

comes loaded with premium features, including a solid titanium Unibody case, 

military-grade nylon-webbing band and super-luminous hands and numbering.    

 

“The A-1T embodies the classic design features and performance of 

military watches from the early 1940s,” said Tammy Mcguire, a 

spokesperson for Bertucci Performance Field Watches. “It offers an 

ideal blend of both form and function.”  

 

In addition to the A-1T’s simple, classic styling, the watch 

incorporates a variety of premium features designed to enhance 

durability, performance and comfort.   

 

 Solid Titanium Construction – A solid titanium case offers 

extreme durability and comfort. The matte titanium finish is 

sandblasted making it non-reflective and non-gloss for a clean, 

understated look. The watch’s U.S. patented Unibody 

construction allows users to easily interchange watchbands without the use of 

tools. There are no watchband pins that can easily bend or break in the field.   

 

 Scratch Resistance – A hardened, scratch-resistant mineral glass crystal protects 

the watch face from scratches and harsh conditions one may face in the field.  
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 Performance – The A-1T incorporates an all-metal Swiss 

quartz movement for reliability and accuracy. In addition, the watch 

features a screw down case back and crown, super-luminous hands 

and markers for enhanced readability in low-light conditions.  

 

 Active Comfort – The watch comes with a U.S. patented, 

Active Comfort nylon-webbing band in signature field colors 

(olive, khaki and black). The ergonomically designed, military spec 

bands feature a two-ply box stitch construction for long-lasting 

durability and performance in the field. The bands are extremely 

comfortable, easy to clean, and can be interchanged without the 

use of tools. Bertucci also offers a waterproof, long-lasting leather 

band that is made in the U.S.A.  

 

 The A-1T Titanium features a 3.5-year battery, 100-meters of water resistance and an 

ergonomic, four-o’clock crown design which does not impinge wrist movement. The 

watch, which retails for $190, is backed by an impressive three-year warranty. For more 

information about the new Bertucci A-1T Titanium, visit bertucciwatches.com or call 

866-665-7327.  

 

About Bertucci Performance Field Watches 

Founded in 2003, Bertucci® Performance Field Watches is recognized around the 

world for its wide selection of high-performance watches available in a variety of styles, 

including Field, Vintage and Sport. Bertucci watches are manufactured from a variety of 

materials, including titanium, stainless steel, polycarbonate and carbon fiber. Every 

Bertucci watch is designed, engineered and manufactured from the ground up with an 

emphasis on durability, design and performance. Bertucci watches are sold at specialty 

outdoor retailers, jewelry stores and other fine retailers with price points ranging from 

$65 to $480.  For more information, visit bertucciwatches.com. 

 

### 

 
Editor’s Note: For product photography, samples or to schedule an appointment at  

Outdoor Retailer Summer Market, please contact Brian Meehan at  
(414) 316-2100, ext. 133, or email brianm@celticinc.com. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Bertucci Adds a NATO Band and a Splash of Color to its Popular DX3 Line 

CHICAGO – August 3, 2016 – Bertucci® Performance Field Watches™ is expanding its popular 
DX3® line with the addition of two new models: DX3® NATO™ and DX3® Plus™. The DX3 line, 
which launched in 2015, has quickly become a favorite among outdoor enthusiasts due to its 
lightweight construction, rugged performance and value-driven pricing.  
 
“Our DX3 line has been well received by retailers and consumers because of its striking design, 
high-end performance and generous product features,” said Tammy Mcguire, a spokesperson 
for Bertucci Performance Field Watches. “Our goal with the DX3 line is to make field watches 
more accessible to consumers by offering an exceptional watch at an exceptional value.”  
 
DX3 NATO (MSRP: $70) 
The DX3 NATO comes with a military-spec, G10 NATO E-TYPE nylon-
webbing band. It is a traditional NATO band with several enhancements, 
including a heavier gauge, all-nylon construction and stainless steel 
hardware with a matte finish.  
 
The band is built for heavy-duty use and lives up to strict NATO 
standards. It is available in three colors: black, khaki and drab. 
 
 

 
DX3 Plus (MSRP: $75) 
The DX3 Plus features a classic field watch design with a controlled use of 
color on the watch face, hands, markers and nylon band. There are seven 
different models in the DX3 Plus line with colors like: Defender Drab™, 
Granite Gray™ and Patrol Green™. For a complete list of models and 
colors, visit bertucciwatches.com.  
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DX3 – Signature Features 

There are a number of signature features found across the entire DX3 product offering, 
including: 

 U.S. patented, fiber-reinforced, poly-resin case that is amazingly lightweight (1.5 

ounces) yet extremely durable 

 Stainless steel crown and case back 

 Scratch resistant hardened mineral glass crystal  

 Super-luminous hands and markers  

 Offset, ergonomic crown set at the 4 o’clock position to avoid contact with the wrist 

 All metal precision movement for reliability and accuracy  

 50-meter water resistance  

 Three-year battery life (DX3 NATO) and four-year battery life (DX3 Plus)   

 Three-year warranty 

For more information about the new Bertucci DX3 NATO or DX3 Plus, visit bertucciwatches.com 
or call 866-665-7327. The new watches will be on display at Outdoor Retailer Summer Market, 
August 3-6 in Salt Lake City, booth #104.  

About Bertucci Performance Watches  
Founded in 2003, Bertucci® Performance Watches is recognized around the world for its wide 
selection of high-performance watches available in a variety of styles, including Field, Vintage 
and Sport. Bertucci watches are manufactured from a variety of materials, including titanium, 
stainless steel, polycarbonate and carbon fiber. Every Bertucci watch is designed, engineered 
and manufactured from the ground up with an emphasis on durability, design and 
performance. Bertucci watches are sold at specialty outdoor retailers, jewelry stores and other 
fine retailers with price points ranging from $65 to $480. For more information, visit 
bertucciwatches.com. 
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